Achieving Athletic Success
& Team Cohesion
The Background

The Opportunity

A Division 2 Baseball team needed to resolve a disruptive
conflict between their coach and a player.

Apply the Science of Motivation® to understand
personal differences and develop an awareness
of self and others.

The Reiss Motivation Profile® was used as a diagnostic
tool to expose differences in the motivational make-up
between the coach and player experiencing conflict.

Enable constructive management and tolerance
of each other's individual differences.

The Process

The Outcome

The RMP was administered to both the coach and
athlete to understand their intrinsic motives,
individually and comparatively. It revealed a
contrast in their prioritisation of Order.

Revealing their individual desires and the contrast
between them, the coach understood why his
approach to influencing and motivating this player
had been unsuccessful. It also challenged the
coach's assumptions about this player being noncommittal to the team and their success.

The coach had a strong striving for Order, meaning
he thrives in structured and planned environments
or situations. The player had a weak striving for
Order, meaning he thrives in environments or
situations that foster spontaneity and flexibility.
Hence, the player's lateness and the coach's
frustration.
The rest of the player's profile assured the coach
that he was part of the team for a reason. With a
strong desire for Vengeance (desire to win), a weak
desire for Independence (desire to be a part of a
team), and an average desire for honour (desire for
loyalty); he had the ideal profile for a team player.
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The coach's new perspective on himself and his
player, enabled a mental and strategic shift in his
coaching method.
The coach injected spontaneity into training sessions
and found the player responded effortlessly. Training
sessions became more interesting for the player and
fulfilled his weak desire for Order.
Through an understanding of self and each other,
the conflict between coach and player could be
resolved.

Learn more about the Reiss
Motivation Profile®
www.reissmotivation.com

